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ARE SUPERLUMINAL CONNECTIONS NECESSARY? *t 

Henry p, Stapp 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
University of california 

Berkeley, California 94720 

November 8, 1976 

ABSTRACT 

Tbe following theorem is proved: If the 

statistical predictions of quantum theory are true 

in general and if the macroscopic world is not 

radically different from what is observed, then 

LBL-5559 

wbat happens macroscopically in one space-time region 

must in some cases depend on variables that are 

"controlled by experimenters in far-away, space-like-

separated regions. 

By wbat happens macroscopically in one space

time region is meant specifically the occurrence or 

nonoccurrence of a macroscopic event, such as the 

detection and recording of a particle by some 

macroscopic device. By a variable controlled by 

an experimenter in a certain space-time region is 

Tbis paper is based on a series of lectures on Bell's Tbeorem 

given in Trieste in December 1975. 

t supported by the u.s. Energy Research and Development Administration. 
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meant specifically the experimental setting in that 

region of some macroscopic device, llbere this setting 

is controlled by an experimenter acting within that 

region. 

Tbe theorem pertains specifically to experi-

mental situations in which there are_two tar-apart, 

space-like-separated regions in each of which there 

is a device that can be set at either of two alter-

native settings by an experimenter acting within that 

region. Tbere is also a long sequence of experimental 

results (i.e., events) in each of the two regions. 

Tbe theorem asserts that for some such cases it is 

mathematically impossible, vi thin the manifold of 

all conceivable results compatible with the statistical 

predictions of quantum theory (to within a generous 

limit of, for example, 1000 standard deviations), 

that what happens in each region be independent of 

the experimental setting of the device in the far-away 

region. In short, there are situations in which it is 

mathematically impossible to meet both the statistical 

requirements of quantum theory and also locality · 

requirement that what happens in each region be independent 

of the setting made in the far-away,space-like-

separated region. 

Tbis result is a sharpening of a result due 

to J. s. Bell [1 J. Bell's result llfi.S formulated in 

terms of unspecified local hidden variables, and 
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claimed merely to rule out the notion of local hidden-

variables, which was believed by hardly anyone anyway. 

The present theorem is formulated directly in terms of 

specified macroscopic quantities, and within the 

philosophic_framework of contemporary quantum theory. 

Tbe aim of this work is to discuss the significance 

of this theorem and its possible uses. 
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1. Proof of the 'nleorem 

The theorem stated in the abstract was proved in references 

(2.] and [3]. However, it will be useful to give here an alternative 

proof that is perhaps simpler and more informative. 

Consider a spin correlation experiment in which two spin~ 

fermions are allowed to scatter off each other and then move apart 

into two space-like-separated space-time regions R1 and R2 , 

where each is allowed to pass through a Stern-Gerlach device. '!!lis 

device produces a deflection of the particle either up or down 

relative to some experimental axis, which can be controlled by a 

human experimenter (or by a random number generator). Tbe particle 

is then detected and recorded by suitable devices, and it is thereby 

determined whether the particle went up or down. 

'nle above account describes what the physicist imagines to 

be happening. What is actually observed are the settings of the 

axes of the two devices, and the macroscopic events that are inter-

preted as the detection and recording of the particles. Tbe question 

is whether the events in each region can be independent of the 

variable controlled by the experimenter in the far-away, space-like

separated region. Tbe theorem states that if the statistical 

predictions of quantum theory are valid in general, and if the world 

is not radically different from what it is observed to be, then what 

happens at the macroscopic level in each region cannot be independent 

of how the apparatus was set in the far-away, space-like-separated 

region. 
-

The requirement of the theorem that the macroscopic world be 

not radically different from it is observed to be means that if a 

.. 
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conceivable event is reliably observed not to occur then it does 

not occur. Tbis requirement rules out the so-called many-world 

interpretation of quantum theory, where ~t is observed is regarded 

as fundamentally an illusion. We assume, specifically, in this 

situation where we can observe either the events corresponding to 

the particle going up or the events corresponding to the particle 

going doWn, but never both sets of events together, that some choice 

is made between these two alternative possibilities. No restriction 

is placed on the method by which this choice is made: it could be 

by the action of chance, or by some deterministic process, or by the 

will of God, or by anything else. But there must be a real choice, 

for it is precisely the dependence of this choice on the far-away 

variable that is the subject of the theorem. 

We now proceed w1 th the proof. 

Each of the two particles can go eithe~ up or down relative 

to the chosen axis of the Stern-Gerlach device. Tbus the result of 

the experiment can be assigned to one of the four small boxes in the 

di~am shown below: 

t t 1 L 

Fig. 1. Diagram indicating the four possible results 

of the experiment. 
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If the original scattering of the two fermions is at 

low energy, so that the scattered spin state is the state of zero 

spin, then quantum theory gives the following predictions tor the 

probabilities of finding each of the tour possible results: 

l cos e 1 cos e ---- - +---
4 4 4 4 

!+~ l cos e 
4 4 4 4 

Fig. 2. The quantum theoretic probabilities for the 

results indicated in Fig. l. 

Here e is the angle between the axes ot the two Stern-Gerlach 

devices, measured in an appropriate way. 

Each axis has two allowed directions. These are chosen so 

that the four alternative angles e are as follows: 

Then the four corresponding sets of probabilities are 
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1 -4 1 '(2 
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4+5 li"-o 

c d 

Fig. 3. The probabilities for the various cases. 

small boxes a, b, c, and d are discussed 

The 

below. 

The experiment discussed above corresponds to a single 

pair of fermions. Consider now a long sequence consisting of N 

such pairs, Each of these pairs aay be identified by one of the 

integers from one to N. The set of Ul conceivable results of 

any one experiment is enumerated by placing the first N integers 

in &11 possible ways in the four little boxes of Fig. 3 that lie in 

the big box corresponding to that experiment. The number in each 

sm&ll box of Fig. 3 gives, to a high degree of accurac~, ~ich can 

be increased by increasing N, the fraction of the set of N 

integers that are predicted by quantum theory to be in that 
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s.maJ.l. box. 

In terms of this geometric picture the loCAlity requirement 

is the requirement that as one moves laterally from one big box to 

another {i.e., changes the setting of the second device) the 

integers that represent the events can move only laterally, from one 

small box to another. This loCAlity requirement expresses the 

condition that what happens in the first region R
1 

be unaltered 

by a change of setting in R2 • S1milarly, in a vertiCAl shift from 

one big box to another the integers can shift only vertically 

between the little boxes. 

There is no way to satisfY both this locality requirement 

and the quantum theoretical requirement that within each of the big 

boxes the fraction of the N integers lying in each saall box be 

approximately that shown in Fig. 3. To show this one may ask, :for 

any arrangement that conforms to the above quantum theoretical 

requirement, what fraction f of the set of N integers. lies both 

in box a and in box d of Fig. 3. Considering the intermediate . 

• 

r ... 

c--~~ step through little box b one sees that this fraction f can be -
1 

no larger than 4, since only those integers that lie in b can 

be both in a and d. Considering the step through little box c 

one sees that the fraction :f must be at least 

(fr + 4) ( fr - '4-) = '4, since at least this many must move 

from c to d in the second {lateral) step. Thus we have a 

contradiction, and can conclude that there is no way that one can 

arrange the conceivable results of the four experiments in such 

a way as to meet both the loe&11 ty and quantum theoretiCAl requirements. 
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The proof of this result in references [2) and [3] 

involved more arithmetic, which tended to obscure the origin of 

contradiction, but was more straightforward. Both proofs are merely 

variations of Bell's original argument. 

To avoid possible confusion it will be mentioned that our 

locality requirement is not the same as the locality requirement of 

quantum field theory, which refers to the operators of field theory. 

The present locality requirement makes no reference to the formalism 

of quantum theory; it is formulated directly in terms of the 

macroscopic observables. 

2. Fact and Necessity 

The idea that what happens depends on a variable can be 

formulated in two ways. In the first formulation one considers a 

theoretical manifold of possibilities and asks whether what happens 

must necessarily depend on the.variable. In the second formulation 

one considers a sequence of actually occurring instances and asks 

whether in this sequence there is a correlation between what actually 

happens in a given instance and the choice actually made by the 

experimenter in that instance. In this latter situation the question 

of dependence is purely experimental. Hume [4) emphasized long ago 

that one can never deduce from such empirical evidence the existence 

of a necessary connection. Rather one can observe what has happened 

in the past and make a theoretical assumption that the same pattern 

will be found in the future • 

Both ideas of dependence are used in our analysis • First 

the statistical regular! ties or quantum theory are accepted on the 

basis of past experience. Then, on the basis of this theoretical 
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assumption, it is shown by mathematical analysis that what happens 

in one region must, in some instances, necessarily depend on the 

variable controlled by the experimenter in the far.avay, space-like-

separated region. 

Bohr's Complementarity Principle 

Our theorem is formulated in a theoretical framework in 

which experimenters are considered free to choose which experiment 

they will perform, and theorists are free to consider in a single 

analysis the conceivable results of several alternative experiments. 

However, Bohr's principle of complementarity imposes a limitation on 

the simultaneous use of evidence from alternative incompatible 

experiments. The question thus arises whether our theoretical 

f.ramework is compatible with the canons of quantum theory, as 

expounded by Bohr. 

Bohr claims that in order to widen our conceptual framework 

sufficiently to account for the observed regularities in atomic 

phenomena we must renounce the demand for classical pictorial 

description in favor of a description based on the idea of complemen

tar;l. ty. Bohr' s argument soes as follows: "The critical point is 

here the recognition tb&t any attempt to analyze, in the customary . 

way of classical physics, the 'individuality' of atomic processes, 

as conditioned by the quantum of action, will be frustrated by the 

unavoidable interaction between the atomic objects concerned and the 

measuring instruments indispensable for that purpose. 

·~ immediate consequence of this situation is tb&t observa

tions regarding the behaviour of atomic objects obtained with different 

experimental arrangements cannot in general be combined in the usual 
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WB¥ of classical physics. In particular, any imaginable procedure 

aiming at the coordination in space and time of the electrons in an 

atom will unavoidably involve an essentially uncontrollable exchange 

of momentum and energy between the atom and the measuring agencies, 

entirely annihilating the remarkable regularities of atomic stability 

for 'Which the quantum of action is responsible. Conversely, any 

investigation of such regularities, the very account of which imPlies 

the conservation laws of energy and momentum, will in principle 1mpose 

a renunciation as rf6ards the space-time coordination of the individual 

electrons in the atom. Far from being inconsistent the aspects of 

quantum phenomena revealed by experience obtained under such mutually 

exclusive conditions must thus be considered complementary in quite 

a novel WB¥. ~e viewpoint of "complementarity" does, indeed, in no 

way mean an arbitrary renunciation as regards the analysis of atomic 

phenomena, but is on the contrary the expression of a rational 

synthesis of the wealth of experience in this field, which exceeds 

the limits to which the application of the concept of causality is 

naturally confined." [5] 

'~ile, within the scope of classical physics, the interac-

tion between object and apparatus can be neglected or, if necessary, 

compensated for, in quantum physics this interaction · • • forms an 

inseparable part of the phenomena. · • · Within the scope of classical 

physics all characteristic properties of a given object can in 

principle be ascertained by a single experimental arrangement 

can be combined into a consistent picture of the object under 

investigation. In quantum physics, however, evidence about atomic 

objects obtained by different experimental arrangements exhibit a 

and 
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novel kind of complementary relationship. Indeed, it must be recog-

nized that such evidence which appears contradictory when combination 

into a single picture is attempted, exhausts all conceivable knowledge 

about the object. Far from restricting our efforts to put questions 

to nature in the form of experiments the notion of complementarity 

simply characterizes the answers we can receive by such inquiry 

whenever the interaction between the measuring instruments and the 

objects forms an integral part of the phenomena." [6) 

"The element of wholeness, symbolized by the quantum of 

action and completely foreign to classical physical principles has, 

however, the consequence that in the study of quantum processes any 

experimental inquiry implies an interaction between the atomic object 

and the measuring tools which, although essential for the characteriza-

tion of the phenomena, evades a separate account if the experiment is 

to serve its purpose of yielding unambiguous answers to our questions. 

It is indeed the recognition of this situation which makes the recourse 

to a statistical mode of description imperative as regards the expecta

tions of the occurrence of individual quantum effects in one and the 

same experimental arrangement, and which removes any apparent contra-

diction between phenomena observed under mutua.lly exclusive e:xperi-

mental conditions. However contraaing such phenomena ~ at first 

appear, it must be realized that they are complementary in the sense 

that taken together they exhaust all information about the atomic object 

which can be expressed in common language without ambiguity. 

"~e notion of complementarity does not imply any renunc;i.a-

tion of detailed analysis limiting the scope of our inquiry, but simply 

stresses the character of objective descriptio~ independent of 

' / 'II 
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subjective judgment, in any field of experience where unambiguous 

communication essentially involves regard to the circumstances in which 

evidence is obtained." [7) 

"A most conspicuous characteristic of atomic physics is the 

novel relationship between phenomena observed under experimental con-

ditions demanding different elementary concepts for their description. 

Indeed, however contrasting such experiences might appear when 

attempting to picture a course of atomic processes on classical lines, 

they have to be considered as complementary in the sense that they 

represent equally essential knowledge about atomic systems and together 

exhaust this knowledge. The notion of camplementari ty does in no 

way involve a departure from our position as detached observers of 

nature, but must be regarded as the logical expression of our situation 

as regards objective description in this field of experience. The 

.recognition that the interaction between the measuring tools and the 

physical systems under investigation constitutes an integral part of 

quantum phenomena has not· only revealed an unsuspected limitation of 
··3 

the mechanical conception of nature, as characterized by attribution 

of separate properties to physical systems, but has forced us, in the 

ordering of experience, to pay proper attention to the conditions of 

observation.'' [8) 

"However great the contrasts exhibited by atomic phenomena 

under different experimental conditions, such phenomena must be 

termed complementary in the sense that each is well defined and that 

together they exbaust"'all definable knowledge about the objects 

concerned." [9] 
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"The freedom of experimentation presupposed in classical 

physics is .of course retained and corresponds to the free choice of 

experimental arrangeme~t for which the mathematical structure of 

quantum theory offers the appropr:late latitude." [10] 

"The renunciation of pictorial representation involves only 

the state of atomic objects, while the foundation of the description 

of the experimental conditions, as well as our freedom to choose 

them, is fully retained." [11] 

We see from the above quotations that wbat is rejected by 

the notion of complementarity is not the general theoretical contempla-

tion of alternative experiments but rather the attempt to combine the 

evidence obtained from alternative incompatible experiments into a 

single classical-type picture of the atomic object. 'Jhere is no 

rejection of the idea that the experimenters are free to choose the 

experiment they wish to perform. In fact this freedom of experimenta

tion is explicitly recognized and retained. Also, there is no 

rejection of the idea that theorists should try to combine the evidence 

obtained from the alternative possible measurements into a single 

theoretical scheme. On the contrary, the main p6int of camplementari ty 

i.s precisely that one can combine the evidence from alternative 

measurements into one theoretical structure, which, however, does 

not provide a classical-type picture of the atomi.c object. 

Bohr's argument for the need.for complementarity in the 

analysis of atomic phenomena rests on the claim that the interaction 

between the object and the measuring instruments is an integral and 

inseparable part of the phenomena .. It follows from this inseparability 

that during the process of measurement there is, strictly speaking, 
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no separate atomic object; the atomic process is inseparably linked to 

the apparatus. Thus there is no reason why one should be able to 

ascribe aspects of this evidence to an atomic object conceived 

as a separately existing entity. The experimental data should be 

associated.rather with the whole experimental arrangement. 

This argument provides a rational physical basis for the 

claim tb&t evidence from different experiments cannot be combined into 

a classical~type picture of an independently existing atomic object. 

But it in no way rules out the simultaneous consideration of alternative 

possibilities if, as in our procedures, one treats the conceivable 

data from alternative experiments as nothing but the conceivable data 

from alternative experiments. 

One might introduce a new principle of "strong complementarity" 

that would simply preclude any use in a single theoretical analysis 

of the results of alternative incompatible experiments. This principle 

would, of course, provide a basis for rejecting our theorem, if such 

a basis were desired. However, this principle would directly conflict 

with Bohr's complementarity because it would exclude the idea that 

the data obtained from alternative measurements are complementary, in 

the sense that they can be combined together to form an exhaustive 

characterization of the individual atomic object. 

This new principle of strong complementarity might be justi~ 

fied on the basis of the positivistic principle that nothing that is 

in principle unknowable should be allowed in the conceptual framework 

of science. Bohr was careful to avoid any such blanket restriction 

on allowed concepts. His aim was not the positivistic one of narrowing 

our conceptual framework to bring it into accord with some epistemol~ 

ogical statute, but rather the pragmatic one of widening the 

~16~ 

conceptional framework of science for the purpose of ordering and 

augmenting those aspects of human experience that are objective in 

the sense that they refer to no particular individual and can be 

unambiguously formulated and coiiDDunicated. 

" · • • the notion of complementarity i &11 d s c e for to provide 

a framework wide enough to embrace the account of fUndamental regular~ 

ities of nature 'Which cannot be comprehended in a single picture." [12] 

"The history of physical science thus demonstrates how the exploration 

of ever wider field of experience, in ali reve ng unsuspected limitations 

on accus.tomed ideas, indicates new ways of restoring logical order." [l3]. 

"Iooeed, the development of atomic physics has taught us bow, without 

leaving common language, it is possible to create a framework 

sufficiently wide for an exhaustive description of new experience." [14] 

Tbus·Bohr advocated not an arbitrary renunciation of 

traditional ideas on the basis of some philosophical principle, but 

rather aimed to show on the basis of phySical considerations that 

in quantum mechanincs "we are not dealing with an arbitrary renunciation 

of a more detailed analysis of atomic phenomena, but with a recognition 

that such an analysis is in principle excluded." [15 J The physical 

basis of his argument was "the recognition that no sharp separation 

can be made between an independent behavior of the objects and their 

interaction with the measuring instruments • • • • " [16] 

The positivistic principle of "strong complementarity", 

could, in spite of Bohr, nevertheless be introduced. However, 

philosophers appear now to agree that the positivistic criterion of 

meaning is untenable, because it excludes useful theoretical construe~ 

tiona. A valid argument for the exclusion of a theoretical 

,. 
' 
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construction must demonstrate that it cannot be useful. However, 

the notion of alternative possibilities plays a basic role in. the 

~i::mduct of. daily life. It is useful in classical 'physics and lies 

at the heart of Bohr's philosophy of quantum theory. 

These arguments in defense of the idea that theorist should 

be free to contemplate alternative possibill~ies do. not imply that 

the idea does not fail in the present case. However, Bohr's line of 

thought would not favor an arbitrary renunciation of a traditional 

idea, but would demand an explanation of the reason for its failure. 

The proper function of a criterion of meaning is not to mask 

embarrassing ignorance, but to exclude what is necessarily useless. 

4. Conclusions 

The theorem forces one to accept at least one of the 

following five possibilities: 

(l) Experiments of the required type cannot actually be 

performed • 
.., 
Comment: Experiments have been pt;!rformed that are similar to the 

~ne described in section l, but involve photons instead of fermions, 

and polarizers instead of Stem-Gerlach devices [17]. Contradictions 

between locality and quantum theory can be obtained also from these 

photon experiments. In these actual experiments the distances between 

the two devices are not great enough to satisfY the conditions of the 

theorem. However, it appears that the replacement of polarizers 

controlled byhuman eh~erimenters by Kerr cells controllea by fast 

random number generators would be a practical and feasible method of 

making the two experimental regions space-like-separated (18]. Each 

experimental region wotllQ then be defined as the product of the.spatial 
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region occupied by the Kerr cell, the photon detectors and recorders, 

and the controlling random number generator, times the temporal interval 

between the initiation of the random number routine and the recording 

of the result of the photon detection. 

The efficiencies of detection in the experiment performed 

so far are not sufficient to derive the contradiction: information 

is lost due to the failure to detect many of the particles. However, 

this problem appears to be only financial [19]. 

{2) In experiments of the required type can be performed but 

the predictions of quantum theory fail. 

Comment: In the experiments of reference [17] the predictions of 

quantum theory are borne out, and there seems to be no physical 

reason to expect the necessary changes to make any di:f'ference. 

{3) Nature makes no choice: although we observe either the 

up-event or the down-event, not both, nature makes no 

choice between these two alternative possibilities. 

Comment: This possibility corresponds to the Everett-Wheeler 

Many-World interpretation of quantum theory [201 21,22]. 

( 4) Variables controlled by experimenters are not e:f'fecti ve:).y 

free. 

Comment: The theorem is formulated in a theoretical framework in 

which the variables controlled by the experimenters are considered 

free variables. The setting of each of these variables could be 

cpntrolled, for example,· by the arrival times of photons coming down 

a telescope directed at the far reaches of space, and away from the 

other region. In this case the notion that the variables controlled 

by the experimenter are e:f'fecti vely free corresponds to the notion 

that some photon could have arrived several microseconds earlier 
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or later than it actually did, and tbat the setting would consequently 

nave been changed, but that the statistical predictions of quantum 

theory would still retain their validity. 'Ibis idea tbat .the 

experimental setting; are free variables is the basis of Bohr's idea 

that the quantum theoretical state gives an exhaustive description 

of the atomic system. 

(5) A space-like connection exists: a change in the setting 

in one region must in some cases be accompanied by a 

change in the course of events in a far-away,space-like

separated region, if the approximate validity of the 

of the statistical predictions of quantum theory are to 

be maintained. 

There are two sub~ases. 

(a) No information is transferred superluminally. 

Comment: The space-like connection could conceivably be a 

nonsuperluminal connection (issuing from the points common to the 

backward light cones from the two regions) that controls both the 

setting in one region and the course of events in the other region. 

In our example the setting is controlled by the fluctuations of 

certain far-away stars. The selection of these stars is controlled 

by the setting of the telescope, Which could be fixed in accordance 

w1 th the calorie-count of the experimenter's breakfast. '!bus an 

effective control over the choice of setting involves an effective 

control over a diverse set of factors that can be picked in an 

unlimited variety of ways, and at the Wbim of the experimenter. It 

IIEBIE unlikely tbat the necessary inflexible connection would be 

maintained in sudb a roundabout way. 
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(b) Information is transferred superluminally. 

Comment: '!be central mystery of quantum theory is ''how does information 

get around so quick?". How does the particle know tbat there are 

two slits? How does the information about What is happening everywbere 

else get collected to determine What is likely to happen here? How 

does the particle know that it was looked for in some tar-away place 

and not found? Quantum phenomena provides prima facie evidence tbat 

information gets around in ways that do not conform to classical ideas; 

(' 

( 
Thus the idea that information is transferred superluminally is, a 

priori, not unreasonable. 

Everything we know about nature is in accord w1 th the idea 

that the fundamental process of nature lies outside space-time 

(surveys the space-time continuum globally), but generates events 

that can be located in space-time (23,24). '!be theorem of this paper 

supports this view of nat.ure by showing tbat superluminal, transfer 

of information is necessary, barring certain alternatives that bave 

been described above and that seem less reasonable. Indeed, the 

reasonable philosophical position of Bohr seems to lead to the 

rejection of the other possibilities, and hence, by inference, to 

the conclusion that superluminal transfer of information is necessar.r. 

One must ask, however, What uae acceptance of the necessity ~. 

of superluminal transfer of information could bave, in view of Bohr's 

argument that quantum theory is cauplete. 

5· The Completeness of Quantum 'lbeory 

The question of the completeness of quantum theory was 

debated by Bohr and Einstein. Bohr clAimed tbat quantum theory 

provides answers in principle to all properly formulated questions 

t 
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about atomic phenomena that can be answered by experiment, and is, 

therefore, complete. He admitted, on the other hand, that quantum 

theory is merely a set of rules for deriving expectations about 

observations obtained under special circlliiiBtances: "Strictly speaking, 

the mathematical formalism of quantum mechanics and electrodynamics 

merely offers rules of calculation for the deduction of expectations 

about observations obtained under well-defined experimental conditions 

specified by classical concepts." [25) "The quantum mechanical 

formalism, the sole aim of which is the comprehension of observations 

obtained under experimental conditions described by simple physical 

concepts, gives just.such an exhaustive account of a very large domain 

of experience. • • • The whole formalism which can be applied only to 

closed phenomena must in &It such respects be considered a rational 

generalization of classical physics." [26] "Every atomic phenomena 

is closed in the sense that its observation is based on registrations 

.obtained by means of suitable amplification devices with irreversible 

functioning such as, for example, permanent marks on a photographic 

plate caused by the penetration of electrons into the emulsion. In 

this connection it is important to realize that the quantum-mechanical 

formalism permits well-defined application referring only to such 

closed phenomena." [27] 

This closure requirement is related to the "fundamental 

distinction petween the measuring apparatus and the objects under 

investigation". This "distinction between the objects and under 

investigation and the measuring instruments" is, a main point of Bohr's 

interpretation of quantum theory, because the object is represented 

in Hilbert space, while the apparatus is represented in ordinary space. 
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The need to make this distinction entails that quantum theory can 

apply only to an object that is sufficiently isolated f'rom its 

environments to justify its idealization as a separate entity. This 

isolation must occur after the preparation of the object and before 

its final observation, since during the measurement the object and 

apparatus are inseparably linked. These restrictions entaU, for 

example, that quantum theory cannot apply to objects being continuously 

observed. In fact, quantum theory applies only under very special 

conditions of isolation and closure. 

The scope of quantum theory is therefore limited and it 

becomes the legitimate task of science to seek a conceptual framework 

that will encompass broader domains of experience. Bohr's argumenta

tion against a return to the "customary way of classical physics" 

dpes not exclude every attempt to enlarge, on any basis, the conceptual 

framework of sciene. Thus the construction a more comprehensive 

framework based on superluminal information transfer at the individual. 

event level could conform to Bohr's arguments, yet tu1fill the demand 

of Einstein for a theory that is more complete. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Diagram indicating the four possible results of the experiment.· 

Fig. 2. Tbe quantum theoretic probabilities for the results indicated 

in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 3· Tbe probabilities for the various cases. Tbe small boxes a, 

b, c, and d are discussed below. 
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